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ABSTRACT

The aim of this text-to-speech synthesis system is to
convert the Estonian orthographic text to an
orthoepically correct and natural-sounding spoken text
for a wide range of practical application (especially for
visual and speech disabled persons).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Articulated speech flow does not consist of a simple
concatenating string of speech sounds. Rather, speech is
a continuously overlapping set of transitions from one
speech sound to another. Due to the regressive
coarticulation, generation of the previous segment
contains features from the next speech sound(s). The so-
called ahead articulation scans all muscle channels
exploited in the generation of the respective minimal
articulatory sequence and switches on simultaneously
those channels, whose activity is not contradicting the
basic state of the movement. On the other hand, the
progressive coarticulation, based on the inertia of
articulators, leaves traces of the previous sound in the
following segment.
Taking into account what was said above, it should not
be surprising that a compilative resynthesis, based on
concatenating diphones separated from natural speech,
may lead to the best results in text-to-speech converting
systems. A diphone synthesis has the advantage that the
coarticulatory transitions which are controlled with
difficulties by rules, are naturally comprised without
losses in diphones separated from real speech. A
diphone database needs less amount of memory than
databases of syllables or words.
The MBROLA (multiband resynthesis overlap add)
project was initiated by the TCTS Lab of the Faculté
Polytechnique de Mons (Belgium). The aim of the
MBROLA project is to obtain a set of speech
synthesizers for as many languages as possible, free of
use for non-commercial and non-military applications.
MBROLA consists of a speech synthesizer, based on the

concatenation of diphones, and of diphone databases
[1].

2. ESTONIAN DIPHONE SYNTHESIS

In order to create a text-to-speech compilative
synthesizer for Estonian, the work group consisting of
the researchers of the Laboratory of Phonetics and
Speech Technology of Institute of Cybernetics and the
Institute of the Estonian Language joined the MBROLA
project in 1997. Joining this project enables us to use the
Mons MBROLA synthesizer (Figure 1: block 3) for
concatenating diphones, matching them with each
other, changing the duration and fundamental frequency
of sounds. In order to convert an Estonian written text
into synthesized speech we have to solve the following
tasks: (1) to convert an orthographic text into phonetic-
phonological (Figure 1: block 1); (2) to compile rules
for the control of segment durations and F0 contours
(block 2); (3) to compile a prosodic database with data
concerning the durations and F0 contours of the

segments (block 4); (4) to compile the diphone database
(block 5).

Figure 1. A text-to-speech compilative synthesizer
based on diphones concatenation.

2.1 Estonian Diphone Database
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Our text-to-speech synthesis project uses diphones as the
elementary concatenating acoustic units, separated from
spoken texts. A diphone begins with the quasi-stationary
part of the first phone and ends in the quasi-stationary
part of the following one.
Creating a diphone database consists of the following
procedures: (1) possible combinations of all vowels and
consonants at the beginning, in the middle and at the
end of words were determined taking the three quantity
degrees into account; (2) based on these combinations a
diphone register was created; (3) text corpus was created
so that each diphone would occur in one word at least
(the text corpus for Estonian diphones consists of 1270
words); (4) digital recording of the text corpus (the

corresponding words were read in the frame sentence
ütlen ... taas ‘I am saying ... again’ by one male speaker
in an anechoic chamber); (5) speech segments (we call
them raw segments here) were separated from the words
of the text corpus so that before and after each diphone
at least 50 ms of the corresponding sound was retained
(see Figure 2); (6) segmenting diphones from the raw
segments mentioned in the previous point (see Fig. 2);
(7) standardizing the diphones (normalisation of
intensities of diphones; made by colleagues from Mons);
(8) optimisation of the diphone database (on the basis of
listening tests it may turn out to be necessary to correct
diphones, to decrease or increase the number of them).

Figure 2. An example of diphone segmentation (the word osa separated from the text corpus).
1 – oscillogram of the word osa (spectrogram used in segmentation is not presented in the figure);
2 – phone boundaries marked by vertical strokes;
3 – segmentation of raw segments for the corresponding diphones;
4 – separated diphones saved in diphone database with three measurement values (the numerical
values express distances of the vertical strokes from the beginning of the corresponding raw segment:
the first stroke – distance of the beginning point, the second stroke – distance of the phones boundary
and the third stroke – distance of the end of the diphone from the beginning of the raw segment).

There are certain factors known in Estonian phonetics
which we have taken into account in compiling the
diphone corpus [2].
1. The diphone database does not contain diphones for
the Q2 feet. Natural sounding Q2 is easily generated
from Q1 by changing only durations of a stressed and
unstressed syllables and the place of the F0 peak.
2. Due to regressive coarticulation we specially marked
word-initial continuants to distinguish them from the
diphones of the unstressed syllables beginning with the
same consonant.
3. In order to distinguish the strongly reduced vowels of
an unstressed syllable of the Q3 foot from the

corresponding vowels of the Q1 and Q2 feet, we marked
the Q3 vowels by a special symbol.
2.2 Prosody Modelling

Prosody modelling can be divided into the following
subtasks:
 (1) compiling a prosodic database consisting of data
about segment durations and patterns of F0 contours;
(2) compiling a rule set  for the control of segment
durations and F0 contours.
Estonian prosody has to be described at several
hierarchical (segment, syllable, foot, word, sentence)



levels. The most distinctive prosodic unit in Estonian is
a foot, the domain for the manifestation of prosodic
oppositions – quantity degrees Q1, Q2 and Q3. For the
manifestation Q1, Q2 and Q3 at least two syllables must
be present [3], [4], [5]. Quantity degree is a complicated
pattern and its identification depends on the total effect
of several simultaneous features. The most relevant
feature is duration ratios of syllables (Table 1);
differences in the position of the fundamental frequency
peak of a voiced rhyme of stressed syllables and
distribution of acoustic energy in disyllabic sequences
have secondary importance in the identification of
quantity degrees.

Table 1. Duration ratios (i.e. dur syl1/dur syl2) in
Estonian disyllabic sequences [3].

Q1 Q2 Q3
Lehiste, 1960 0.7 1.5 2.0
Liiv, 1961 0.7 1.6 2.6
Eek, 1974 0.7 2.0 3.9
Krull, 1991, 1992 0.5 – 0.7 1.2 – 2.1 2.2 – 2.9

A foot is in Q1 when the stressed syllable of the foot
ends in a short vowel, and the short vowel of an
unstressed second syllable is phonetically halflong or
long. The fundamental frequency is rising, F0 peak is at
the end of a voiced rhyme of the stressed syllable, in an
unstressed syllable F0 is falling (Fig. 3, left).

A foot is in Q2 when its stressed syllable is long, i.e.
when it ends in a long vowel, diphthong or at least one
consonant. The fundamental frequency peak is in the
second half of a voiced rhyme of the stressed syllable
(rising or level tone); in an unstressed syllable F0 is
falling. The vowel of an unstressed syllable is
phonetically short (or even longer) without a strong
qualitative reduction (Fig. 3, middle).
A foot is in Q3 when its stressed syllable is long, i.e.
when it ends in a long vowel, diphthong or at least one
consonant. The F0 peak is in the first half of voiced
rhyme of the stressed syllable (falling tone; the F0 fall
continues in the unstressed syllable). The vowel of an
unstressed syllable is extra short, weakened and
qualitatively reduced [6] (Fig. 3, right).
The prosodic database includes data about 100 context
dependent duration samples. Besides duration ratios
(Table 1) contextual modifications of segmental
durations of vowels and consonants should be taken into
account, as well. Grouping duration data by phonemic
and morphological composition of words, seven
phonetic duration degrees for vowels and at least four
degrees for intervocalic consonants have been used
(Table 2).
 Intonation contours are controlled sentence by sentence
using declination lines superimposed by F0 contours of
words (i.e. quantity degrees, Fig. 3) applying an acoustic
stylization method.



Figure 3. An example of three quantity degrees in the sentence Lina pesemise eest sai Liina pudeli viina ja viis krooni
raha (underlined words in the upper part of the Figure 3). In the lower part durations and F0 contours of the words
linA, Q1 ‘sheet, gen.sg.’, liinA, Q2 ‘a name, nom.sg.’, and vii:nA, Q3 ‘vodka, part.sg.’ are presented in the SAMPA
transcription.
Table 2. Average segmental durations in milliseconds for vowels and consonants (male speaker). A bold letter marks a

sound in the corresponding phonetic duration degree. Examples are in Estonian orthography.

extra short short halflong diminished
long

long one-and-a-
half-long

overlong

Vowel durations:

60 100 140 175 200 240 300
saade1, Q3 sade2, Q1

saade3, Q2
valede4, Q1
valet5, Q1
valeta6, Q1

sade2, Q1
valed7, Q1
valede4, Q1

saate8, Q2
loota9, Q3

saade3, Q2 saade1, Q3
loota10, Q3

maagi11, Q3

Consonant durations:

60 120 140-160 180
pada12, Q1
saade13, Q2
saade14, Q3
valede15, Q1

kata16, Q2
saate17,
Q2
loota18,
Q3

loota19, Q3
valeta20, Q1

pattu21, Q3

saade1 ‘haycocks’, part.pl.; sade2 ‘sediment’, nom.sg.; saade3 ‘sending,  broadcast’, nom.sg.; valede4 ‘lies’, gen.pl.;
valet5 ‘lie’, part.sg.; valeta6 ‘lie’, 2.sg.imperat.; valed7 ‘lies’, nom.pl.; saate8 ‘you get’, 2.pl.pres.; loota9 ‘to hope’, da-
inf.; loota10 ‘story’, abess.sg.; maagi11 ‘even the land’, nom.sg. + particle –gi; pada12 ‘kettle’, nom.sg.; saade13

‘sending, broadcast’, nom.sg.; saade14 ‘haycocks’, part.pl.; valede15 ‘lies’, gen.pl.; kata16 ‘cover’, 2.sg.imperat.; saate17

‘you get’, 2.pl.pres.; loota18 ‘story’, abess.sg.; loota19 ‘to hope’, da-inf.; valeta20 ‘lie’, 2.sg.imperat.; pattu21 ‘sin’,
part.sg. or illat.sg.

2.3 Linguistic processing

Implementation of the basic synthesizer in practical
applications needs additional modules: one for
orthographic-phonetic transcription, and the other for
phonological-morphological labelling. It is a difficult
task as Estonian orthography is not phonetic [7]. Rules
for the orthographic-phonetic transcription (Figure 1:
block 1a) have been discussed in [2]. The most difficult
problems are: how to identify automatically Q3 and
palatalization in the written text. An automatic system
(Fig. 1, block 1b) for adding diacritics of Q3 and
palatalization has been developed by the Estonian
language technologists. These programs are available
from the homepages www.ee/eks and
www.eki.ee/tarkvara.

3. CONCLUSIONS

We have described a test version of Estonian text-to-
speech synthesizer. Segmental quality of the synthetic
speech is quite natural, but intonation modeling of
larger speech units (sentences, paragraphs) should be
improved.
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